COVERED
BY FIESTA
||Tent doors

Elegant, welcoming and all ready
for use at your next gathering.

The ideal finish for added value. Indispensable,
our doors let you create functional means of
egress and add that little extra touch of distinction
to upscale events. These tent accessories are
also highly useful when heating or cooling a tent,
allowing easy access while limiting air loss and
helping you control the inside temperature.
In addition, our tent doors are compatible with
any tent style and model on the market, whether
it be a small canopy, a pole tent or clear span
structures.

MANUFACTURED BY

FIESTA TENTS LTD.

TECHNOLOGY

FEATURES

Anodized aluminum or white powder painted finish
Adjustable header from 7’ to 11’ high
Right and Left kits to convert double door into
single doors
Tempered glass or hard PVC panels
Commercial closures (adjustable speeds)
Push & pull commercial handles
Panic bar system
Shipping and storage box

Overall and opening dimensions:
1. Double door
a - Overall (outside to outside): 75 1/2 ”
b - Opening: 66 7/8 ”
2. Single door
a - Overall (outside to outside): 39 3/4 ”
b - Opening: 33”

Adjustable header allows compatibility with all tent
models and styles:
1. Standard door fits with tents on 7’ to 11’ uprights.
2. Pole tent inserts allow for compatibility with 6’8”
to 10’ pole spacing.
Standard tent doors are supplied with push & pull
handles. A panic bar system is offered optionally.
Pin stripping also available on 1/4” tempered glass.

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE FINISHES
| Anodized aluminum
| White powder painted
| Pin stripping

Available finishes
Anodized aluminum
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White powder painted

INSIDE VIEW
List of items included:
1. Right frame/door assembly
2. Left frame/door assembly
3. Door sill
4. Right door header
5. Left door header
6. Rectangular right swivel insert
7. Rectangular left swivel insert
8. Pole tent right insert
9. Pole tent left insert
10. Commercial closures (adjustable speeds)
11. Push & pull handles
Included but not shown on illustration:
- (2pcs) 7” Aluminum capping
- (2pcs) 12” Aluminum capping
- (2x) 24” Steel stakes
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9091, Henri-Bourassa Blvd W.
Saint-Laurent (Quebec) Canada H4S 1H9
T 514 336 8368|| 1 800 465 5070
|| www.fiesta.ca
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